
The Impressionists established a genre of art that recognized the value of painting the out-of doors while literally be-
ing there, capturing the essence of light and shadow on their canvases, thus giving the viewer the feeling of actually 
standing in a garden or landscape. Encouraging the viewer to think of the garden as art, Impressions d’un Jardin en 
Plein Air moves the modern day experience of seeing the Impressionists’ paintings from a static and sterile interior 
environment into the open, dynamic environment of the garden.  

A series of frames focused on different angles of the garden will be suggestive of pictures. Some frames will have 
“canvases” where inspired visitors may actively engage and draw their impressions with the media provided. Impres-
sions will be an interactive where the two- dimensional artworks will be those of visitors as well as selected invited 
artists. Plein Air artistry will work as a subtle inducement of “visitors” to physically draw landscapes – an engagement 
with the strong psychological potential to modify persons from being garden appreciators to becoming active garden-
ers.
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IMPRESSIONS D’UN JARDIN EN PLEIN AIR

Rotating panels allow 
each individual artist to 
focus on what captures 
his/her attention and to 
project this impression 
of the surrounding gar-
den onto the “canvas”.

Different sized frames 
are left open guiding 
one’s focus towards 
certain vistas surround-
ing the garden. Even the 
sky is brought into the 
gallery of the garden, 
through an upturned 
frame.
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Blue Vervain
Verbena hastata

Smooth Aster
Symphyotrichum 
laeve

Cosmos
Cosmos bipinnatus

Cardinal Flower
Lobelia cardinalis

Red Milkweed
Asclepias incarnata

Red Poppy
Papaver rhoeas
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AERIAL VIEW OF GARDEN

PERSPECTIVAL SECTION

DETAIL OF INTERACTIVE ARTWORK

Various panels throughout  the garden will be left blank with the 
intention of inviting visitors to contribute their impressions to the 
garden. For this purpose, the panels will be covered with paint that 
mimics the surface of a black board making the surfaces smooth 
and easy to draw on. Chalk will be stored in waterproof containers 
on site for visitors to use.

While the renderings depict some paintings by various Impression-
ists, these images are suggestive only. No stylistic restrictions are 
intended.


